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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 One out of many organizations, under the administrative control of Establishment 

Division is “National Institute of Public Policy”, which strives to improve the quality of 

public policy decision making and service delivery by creating fresh knowledge and keeps 

on updating the training programs through constant research. It was with this end in view 

that NIPP submitted a research paper titled “Making Service Delivery Reforms Work: 

Lessons from Insaaf Afternoon Schools Program in Punjab” conducted by                       

Institute of Social and Policy Sciences to Establishment Division for review and comments. 

The assignment was referred to PPARC as per direction of the                                             

Secretary Establishment Division.    

The review was carried out not only to ascertain the extent to which the research 

paper has established the success rate of the model that it implied towards the 

accomplishment of the overall objective of the initiative, but also to identify the impact of 

the interplay of various factors. For review, guidelines were drawn from the literature 

available. General principles were used to establish the evaluation criteria, to asses the 

validity of the paper. 

The case study has very rightfully highlighted the role of various factors, and 

categorizes these into three broad groups as “administrative”, “political” and 

“technical” with their relevance towards the various components of the Insaaf Afternoon 

Schools Program.  The research paper proceeds on the premise that due consideration shall 

be given to all the variables under these categories with reference to their relevance and 

interdependence on each other.  

To list some of the short comings, it may be pointed out that the report does not 

clearly define its terms of reference, scope and limitations. It relies solely on single source of 

data obtained from the Department of Education Government of Punjab and negates the 

ground realties and the culture parameters, which too have a bearing on the success of the 

program. Further the report adopts a top down approach and is silent towards the 

quantification of various factors and components, thus leaving ample space for 

generalization in calculating their impact.  

Never the less, the research paper adopts a varying perspective towards the analysis 

of public service delivery reforms and its worth from the training & capacity building point 

of view is valid.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 A concept paper prepared by Institute of Social and Policy Sciences was assigned to 

PPARC for review and comments with particular focus on its contribution towards the 

accomplishment of the program initiated by the Government of Punjab titled, “Insaaf Afternoon 

Schools Program”. The said paper was reviewed, on the basis of guide lines obtain from the 

available literature and analysis carried out with due consideration to its relevance, sources of 

data and the statistical tools employed to draw the inference. 

1.2 To improve public service delivery and to achieve better outcomes for its citizens, 

Pakistan has experimented with a range of service delivery models and reforms over decades. 

Regardless of its origin, type of program & technical design, the execution of public sector 

reforms always would have an interface with civil service and political leadership to varying 

degrees leading towards the success or failure of reforms. The emphasis on, and volume of, 

qualitative research is increasing. As a result, there is a need to integrate and disseminate 

qualitative research findings. 

1.3  The literature as presented in the study has documented many reforms and development 

interventions that could not go beyond the pilot stage, whereas some initiatives were scaled up, 

but could not be sustained in the long run while others achieved a great degree of success.              

It was thus realized that one technical solution alone is not sufficient to achieve sustainable 

improvement in services. Secondly, there is no single magical solution to fix all service delivery 

failures. 

 1.4  The World Bank‟s 2015 “World Development Report” as referred to in the study under 

review dwelled on this subject and emphasized accountability, citizen engagement and trust 

along with administrative engineering, modernization, or staff training as key factors.                   

Some studies have highlighted the importance of quality, technical knowledge, and skill sets of 

the civil servant‟s towards institutional reforms. While others have sought to develop conceptual 

models to understand better policy implementation process (Goggin et al, 1990; Hill and Hupe, 

2006; Kingdon, 1995; O‟Toole, 2000, 2004; Sabatier, 1986, 1999).  

1.5  In the light of forgoing facts and to asses the extent to which Insaaf Afternoon Schools 

have been successful in achieving the objectives a case study titled “Making Service Delivery 

Reforms Work” was carried out to ascertain the Lessons from Insaaf Afternoon Schools 

Program in Punjab by the Institute of Social and Policy Sciences. As its objectives, the study 

focuses on learning from design and implementation of the said program and its relevance has 

been attributed to (i) training institute for civil servants (ii) experts, technocrats, development 

and policy practitioners, and civil servants, who are involved in the design and delivery of 

reforms.  
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1.6 The program was implemented in 2017 in two districts of Punjab with an objective to 

reduce the dropout rate of children at middle and metric levels. This project was scaled up to             

22 districts in 2018 and extended to 36 districts in 2019. The main features of the program 

included i. Retention and increase in enrolment, particularly for female students.                              

ii. Use of existing buildings of the schools. iii. No additional infrastructure cost.  

1.7 The program was based on: 

i. Non-partisan selection of schools.  

ii. Afternoon shifts in existing primary schools for post-Primary grades. 

iii. Provision of transport facility to deserving students.  

iv. Merger of Katchi-Grade 3 and Grade 4-5 classes in different primary schools. 

v. Mobilization of communities.  

1.8   The study revealed that three factors play a vital role in success or failure of service 

delivery reforms and is based on the interplay of these very factors, termed as APT analytical 

model. These factors include, “Administrative Alignment”…“Political Responsiveness” and 

“Technical Robustness”. APT analytical model is characterized by tension and harmony 

between technical design of reforms and the choices to made by civil servants and                      

political leadership. 

1.9 APT analytical model is characterized by tension and harmony between                         

technical design of reforms and the choices to made by civil servants and political leadership.                    

The following figure reflects the interplay of various factors under each components.  

Figure-1 
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1.9 The study points out that a technically robust reform design will focus on understanding 

the problem and binding constraints. However, technical robustness alone is not sufficient. 

Compatibility with administrative structures require reform‟s responsiveness to public-sector 

governance structures adherence to principles and goals of public financial management; 

compliance with rules of business, policies and procedures and a promise of delivering value for 

money.  

1.10 Addition to alignment and responsiveness to the administrative structures, the reforms 

must also earn political traction with key stakeholders – political leadership on top of all.                 

It is crucial that reforms are aligned with political leadership‟s priorities and mange to have 

ministerial buy-in.   

1.11 Pakistan Public Administration Research Centre (PPARC) was assigned to evaluate and 

comment on the efficacy of the study, as well as its short comings, methodology and other 

relevant issues to be considered as reference in future.  

THEORETICAL REVIEW  

 A particular focus of attention for policy implementation theorists, in response to the 

many depictions of the policy process as something that is driven from „top down‟, has been to 

reverse the process and provide an understanding from the „bottom-up‟, looking more 

qualitatively at the dynamics of organizational responses to policy initiatives (O‟Toole 2000, 

Paudel 2009). These implementation studies thus seek to highlight the organizational context in 

which policies are implemented, and the constraints and motivations of actors who translate the 

policies into practice (Lipsky 1980, Kingdon 1995).  

2.2 The substantial body of existing empirical research on policy implementation has 

established that organizations and individuals who work within them are not merely recipients 

of policy that comes from outside or „top-down‟; they shape (in the sense of influencing) policy 

and practice through their day to day actions, beliefs, and motivations (Lipsky 1980; Barrett and 

Fudge 1981; Barrett and Hill 1984; Evans and Harris 2004; Schofield 2001).  

2.3 Insufficient attention has been paid to how knowledge from practice is routinely 

incorporated into the overall policy process, with a need to integrate both a ‘top down’ and 

‘bottom up’ understanding of policy implementation (Ferlie et al 2009). The somewhat weak 

relationship between resources and outcomes documented in the literature has been associated 

with deficiencies in the incentive structure of school and health systems.
1
 

 

                                                           
1
 Hanushek, 2007 
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2.4 The literature on policy implementation highlights the role of local realities in shaping 

policy implementation and the policy itself. We analyze the translation of policy through 

implementation, whereby it is not simply transmitted but transformed and modified through 

multiple distributed agencies including local actors, infrastructure, data sets and organizational 

practices. 

2.5 Analysis of evidence-based practice in education concludes that implementation in this 

sector too is „top-down‟ and centrally focused. As such, the „implementation gap‟ is considered 

the difference between what the centre‟s policy directs and what the local actors implement in 

practice as a deviation from the policy standard
2
. 

NEED FOR EVALUATION 

   Evaluation is a systematic process to analyze whether the programs and initiatives are 

effective and efficient. Evaluation is done with an objective to assess the extent to which 

programs are aligned with the goals and over all objectives for improvement, as enunciated in 

the policy agenda of the Government. 

3.2 Evaluation basically helps to discover the gaps and opportunities for improvement on the 

basis of information collected that can help determine improvements in the program and to 

decide whether to upscale the initiative or it should be discontinued. Evaluation is usually done 

on various factors as derived from Kirkpatrick‟s model that offer some helpful guidelines for an 

effective evaluation. Some of these include: 

i. Begin With an End in Mind. “What do we want to achieve at the end? With a clear vision 

of what is to be achieved at the end helps to plan, prepare and focus on key processes which can 

lead to the right direction 

ii. Feedback. “What are the program’s strengths and weaknesses? What should be done more 

of? What should be avoided etc.” Communication with stakeholders should be open in getting 

feedback about the program.  

iii. Assess the Behaviour of the Stakeholders. This is one of the most challenging but 

rewarding outcome of a program. Evaluate the behaviour of the people and observe as to how 

they react towards the program. 

  

                                                           
2 This work was funded by the NIHR Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care for Cambridge and Peterborough (CLAHRC-CP).              

The views expressed are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR or the Department of Health 
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ANALYSIS 

 The study focuses on learning from design and implementation of Insaaf Afternoon 

School Program in Punjab. Taking into account the importance of evaluation for improvement 

as provided in Kirkpatrick‟s model, the case study for Making Service Delivery Reforms Work 

on the basis of the Lessons from Insaaf Afternoon Schools Program in Punjab is justified and 

valid. (para-2.3) 

4.2 The study adopts a “top down” approach based on the data obtained from Education 

Department Government of Punjab. Use of noncontroversial data which would be readily 

acceptable to the officers has been used to select the schools where drop out rate was high and 

were in need of intervention. Some elements of original package of reforms were either skipped 

or compromised (para-2.5). 

4.3  The component of community mobilization largely remained an administrative issue.   

It was for the School-leaders and the teachers to engage with the parents and community at large 

for improving the enrollment and attendance. A major reason for partial success of this 

component was because of its complete reliance on administration.  

4.4 The report highlights the concept of bigger schools as another potential component to 

address the challenge of student dropout largely owing to poor learning environment. 

Nevertheless, the component was not adopted even for the pilot phase owing to department‟s 

unsuccessful experience with similar reform and its incoherence with technical parameters. 

4.5 The bottom up perspective directs more attention to formal and informal relationships in 

policy subsystems, including how policies are designed and implemented (Paudel 2009; Howlett 

and Ramesh 2003). The report has ignored bottom up approach and has not taken into 

cognizance the cultural parameters, which are pivotal in implementing the public sector reforms 

and is devoid of the fact that bigger schools were established contrary to the public sentiment 

that  separate schools for girls and boys are required at middle and high school levels.                       

As such the idea was not bought by majority of the parents as they did not agree to send their 

daughters to coeducation schools. The importance of the public opinion and the ground realties 

at the local level have not been given due consideration in the report leading towards fraction 

between the stakeholders and implementing agencies and hence low success rate of the initiative                         

(para - 2.2 & 2.3). 
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4.6 The following figure is based on the information extracted from the report & 

categorically reflects the success rate of different components.  

Figure-2 

  

4.7     The report supported that transport facility was immensely successful in ensuring 

retention of students availing the facility, only 0.5% (36) of 6838 children that availed the 

transport facility dropped out. In addition to technical soundness, this component offered 

considerable mileage for the political leadership and proved to be of importance towards 

checking the student dropout level. 
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4.8      The concept of afternoon classes offered the use of existing infrastructure for                      

up-gradation of primary schools to post primary levels without incurring any additional 

development cost, while minimizing the long response time. This component also required 

considerable traction with a political leadership as it projected the political leadership‟s 

emphasis on austerity. However it leads to a number of technical inconsistencies both 

administrative and financial.  

Figure-3 
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

  Research evaluation is the process in which the purpose of research, the methodology 

used and methods, such as data collection and analysis, are rated to ascertain their relevance, 

value and their ability to achieve research objectives, and to ascertain the significance of a 

research
3
. This study is devoid of clear Terms of Reference (TORs).  

5.2 The report adopts “APT Model” Administrative – Political – Technical. Whereas these 

have not been quantified in terms of their importance and co-relation with each other to assess 

their impact on the accomplishment of over all objective of Insaaf Afternoon Schools Program 

in Punjab. The study focuses more on process than the impact analysis towards the success of 

the program. 

5.3  The co-relation amongst all the factors whether Political, Administrative or Technical 

needs to be defined quantitatively on a likert scale ranging from 1….5 in terms of their 

significance & importance, thus providing the policy decision makers, a frame work to 

implement successful service delivery program.  

5.4  The administrative parameters do not coincide with political interface. The concept of 

afternoon classes despite projecting the political leadership‟s emphasis on austerity, with 

minimum cost and response time, lead to a number of technical inconsistencies both 

administrative and financial. Distribution of bicycles to students within their political 

constituencies provided good political mileage to politicians, but not civil servants. 

5.5  The target population has been restricted to survey of community members, public sector 

schools and education officials available with the schools education department. 

 

  

                                                           
3
 NTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH  I  EDUC 500 - KWANGAIKA SINJELA  http://kwangaikamed.weebly.com/evaluating-and-reporting-of 

research.html#:~:text=Research%20evaluation%20is%20the%20process,the%20significance%20of%20a%20research.  

 

http://kwangaikamed.weebly.com/evaluating-and-reporting-of
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CONCLUSION  

The report is largely qualitative in nature and adopts a social constructionist approach. 

Such studies help the decision makers to make efficient use of scarce resources of the 

government. The need for such studies become all the more imperative in case of developing 

countries like Pakistan, where to improve public service delivery and to achieve better outcomes 

for its citizens, a range of service delivery models and reforms over decades have been 

experimented. Such reports assist the political leadership to endorse their agendas.  

6.2 This report indentifies, with due support from the relevant literature three broad domains                   

viz political, administrative & technical with number of factors under each category with their 

potential towards success or failure of full package of reforms. “Technical robustness of a 

program their ability to respond to administrative structures and alignment with political 

environment moderates their potential to scale-up and sustain”.  

6.3 Despite the gaps in the study of how guidelines are rolled out with need for attention to 

quantify the parameters with reference to their importance and how local infrastructure is 

ingrained in the implementation, it has very right fully highlighted the interplay of different 

components leading towards the success or otherwise of social service delivery program. 

6.4 For National School of Public Policy (NSPP) the study provides plausible insight 

towards understanding of the interplay of various factors towards the successful reform 

initiatives and can be of value in designing training courses to equip the civil servants with skills 

for identifying and implementing promising reforms. The findings of the STRIDE evaluation 

report with reference to the parameters such as (i) relevance (ii) results (iii) effectiveness are 

valid thus endorsed.    
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 In the light of the analysis made at preceding paras and the guidelines obtained from the 

literature it is recommended.   

 Terms of Reference shall be clearly laid down to comprehend the end result in the light 

of analysis made which can be verified from quantifiable data. 

 

 To comprehend the ground realities in cultural context, coupled with other demographic 

and social factors that have a bearing towards the success and failure of a program,                  

such research studies shall take into account the bottom-up approach. 

 

 The success probability chart of various components rates the accomplishment as 

“high”, “moderate” and “low”, leaving ample space for inference, hence ambiguity.                       

The parameters for success shall be properly quantified and given due weight.  

 

 The study report should have given due consideration to the impact of the initiative 

towards achievement of the objective duly supported by the analysis.  
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Gxerntive Summary 

Pakistan has a rich history of policy seforms and development programs to improve public service 
delive~y to achieve better outcomes for citizens. The literature has documented many reforms and 
developme1:t interventions that could not go beyond the pilot stage. Some initiatives were scaled 
up but could not be sustained in the long run whereas others achieved a great degree of success 
and became an integral part of civil service's ways of working to tackle failures and loopholes in 
public service delivery. This story of "mixed" successes.and failures is a domain of great interest 
for public and policy decisionmakers, academics and develo~ment communitv not onlv in Pakistan 
butin other coktr ies  as well. The World Bank's 201 5 world Development Report dielled on this 
subject and emphasized accountability, citizen engagement and trust along with administrative 
engineering, modernization, or staff training. Others have highlighted the importance of quality, - 
technical knowledge, and sltillsets of the civil serv'mts, and deep institutional reforms. 

' 
There is a great diversity of opinions and evidence on what works to deliver effective services, but 
two conclusions appea  to have consensus of everyone: One, technical solutions alone are not 
sufficient to achieve sustainable improvements in services. Two, there is no single magical solution , 
to fix all service deli.very failures. ' l 'h~s study is in agreement with these conclusions but it argues 
that considerations of some factors upfront considerably enhance the chances of success..[ A 
ownership and sustainability. What are those factors and how they interact with each other? 
bvhat extent are the public decisiomnakers, namely civil servants and politicians, guided by 
f~ctors in making choices and decisions to take forward any policy agenda or areform program? :, j' '.., B 

. > 
7, ' 2- 

7 . , .. 
, . ,  ... . . .  

This study explores these questions by drawing on e_mm~ric.Land experiential evidence mainly : ;., . ;!! 

froin two sources. The first is a case studv ofpunjab's W a f  A-fternoon Schools Program - initially' ' : 2. , : >; 
i .+ 

cailed as STRIDE' at the pilot staee-This program was implemented in 2017 in two districts .to .: > . , ,;: , , , . .  reduce 'ihc dropout rate of children at .- middle aid n~dtric levels, The program iiicluded elements of ' ,i. -,:; 
data-based non-partisan selection of schools, tifiernoon shifts in existing primary schools for post- . : a$. 

~rirnil~~rades~~rovisiorl -- of transoort facililv to deserving students,herger of Katchi-Grade 3 and :: . . I  , 

Grade 4-5 classes'in different primary schoo!~, andqnobilization of c d i e s .  The pilot was 
scaled up to ,22 districts,in 2018 and across 36 districts in 2019. The Government of Punjab 
allocated Rs.h.5 billion in development budget for FY 202 1-22. Secondly, the evidence and lessons 
from the inpleinentation of this program is supplemented with insights of senior civil servants 

- - - 
who \vdrke: on va-ious educatior, sector reforms implemented by SED over the last decade (see 
Appendix i). 

The overarching lesson from this experie:~ce is that three factors play a vital role in success or , 
failure of policy and service delivery reforms: "Administrative aligmient", ''?>litical 
respor~siyeness", and "Technical robustness". The interplay of these factors, framed as APT - 
analytical model in this'study, is charackized *by tensions or harmony between the technicai 
design o:Cief'om;s and the choices to be made by civil servants and political leadership within an 
existing ecosvsreni or  ̂iricentives, behaviors. adrllinistrative stiuctures and processes. These 
relatio~~ships are discussed with real examples from the education sector in subsequent sections. A 
summary of i l l~ s t  i~ilportant cr:nsiderations, in no particular order or weightage, is provided below. 

I STRIDE as a piiot programme was conceptualizecl and implemented by I~istitute of Social and Policy Sciences (I- 
S I ? P S )  in close collaboration witli Sciiool Education Department (SED) in 2017. 

.................... . ..... .... ..... ............. -- -- _ _. ......... ..... 
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kinking Scrvicr: Dc l ivc~.y  lic.l'or:lis W01.k 
-------.--.---. - - 

', . 
I )  Prob%en;-driven Jcsign: Czsigi~ing a reform 10 solvc a p~.i>hl~iii vv.hicil wilt address a real 

need and raise tlle performance bar or  both the political party in power, and the senior civil 
service officers of the concerned department, multiplies the chances of gaining traction at 
early phase. The Afternoon Schools Program offered solutions to reduce the number of out 
of school children in Punjab which was a government priority, but it had also put the 
performance of  School Education Department at stake. There was an inherent interest to 
engage with the proposed solution. 

2) Use of data for "verifiable justification of desisions": The civil servants always w m i  to 
document the justification and dorsements to cover their 
back against scrutiny as well ey are also keen to keep 
out of any controversisl decisions to minimize negative repuhtion or impacts on their own 

/ career growth as  well. Use of non-controversial data, or evidence which would be readily 
acceptable to officers, heips them de.fend tiheir decisions and support. STRIDE used data 
to select schools where dropout rate was high and were most in need of an intervention. 
This localized data-based planning eliminated political interference in selection of 
beneficiary schools and protected civil servants against any accusations of biased or 
uninformed decisions. 

3) Firewalis against audit objections, litigations, employees / staff protest, negative press, 
disciplinary actions, ire of reporting, etc. are some of the most important. considerations o 
for a civil servant to support a refom. A breach or deviance, real or perceived, from 
administrative procedures will mount the transaction cost for the civil servants to manage 
the consequences, ranging from answering audit objections, coping with reputational risks, 
forced postings, a n d /  or disciplinary proceedings. Firewgjls. if not built into the technical 
design, deteriorate the appetite of even highly reform-minded civii servants to own a 
T o m i d e a  of procurement of bicycles for students directly by the School Education - 
Department posed risks of audit objections or litigztions, and hence, it did not net support .. - when STRIDE wanted to handover the procurement function to government. 

---..- .. 

4) Piggybacking existing functional delivery channels and procurement mechanisms is more 
likely to overcome reluctance of civil servants to scale up an initiative as the risks are 
!aotvn and can be better managed, as compared to charring new territories. The Afternoon 

7---;. School cornpollent utilized existing channel of fund~ng 1.e. Non-Salary Budget (NSB) for 
transfer of honorarium to the teaching I non-teaching staff. The School Education 
Departnlent did not buy into the idea of setting up a separate mechanism as it would entail 
huge transaction cost, new accountabilities, and unforeseen risks to financial management. 

5 )  Political mileage and visibility is important for both politicians md administrative heads 
of departments. Communication around activities and results, and opportunities to be seen 
in the front and center of the initiztive in the eyes of their constituencies or bvsses increase 
the engagement with the reform process. The distriiiution of bicycles to students within. 
their political constituencies provided good poliiical mileage to politicians, but not to civil . servm~s. Tine admlnistrative constraints ma concerns about procurement. d~;e"i-~de th; .- 
political support for this initiative. 

. .. . . .  .. ... . ............. I... -... .I... - . ........... _ _  .... _ ... 
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6) 3'j'aiwe for money: Reforms that pioniise grcar tiividends ar a low budget or can show 
savings in comparison with alternative options to deliver the same dividends get traction 
more easily with both politicians and civil servants. For example, it requires around Rs.S.4 
million to upgrade a school from primary to post-primary level. In a hypothetical scenario - 
500 schools in onlv 5 districts would cost around Rs.4.2 billion. The Afternoon Classes , - . 

huge savings as the same number of children could be erucated with no 
. - -- -- - - 

addit~onal constructwn-cost. 
7 . -  

7) "Time and tenure": The administrative head of a department expects that the reform 
would yield some positive results within their tenure. This also applies to government-in- 
power. The time to results therefore is an important factor in public decision-making. The 
afternodZclasses leveraged the existing infrastructure and precluded the long waiting time 
to see results by constructing new buildings. Schools could effectively start offering post- 
primary classroon~s within one month after deciding to upgrade. 

8) Engaging champions: Reform-oriented. ~ . o l # c ~ ! ~ . ! , , . ~ e ~ g r s ~ ~  -and administrative .-. 
headstSecretaries play a vifal role to drive the r e f ~ m ~ o c e s s  and embed it into the - - ____L_-----.----- -.-_-_ 
government systems. Innovative reforms which require eigblishrnent ofii.e+'~d'EliVeq 

._.--- 
'CE~mels or new administrative rules or structures are contingent on champions within &e 
political system and civil service. Identifying and engaging with.those champions should 
be part of the reform design. The Insaaf ~f temoon Schools Program, Non-Salary Budget,, 

.. and many other education reforms (see Appendix 11) owe their success to reform-minded 
Ministers and education secretaries. . . .  

. . . . 
. . ........ 

'.- 
The overarching conclusion of this study is that successful reforms, even if technically robus:,{. . . 
need to engage with incentives at play and with procedural constraints and opportunities.:withini: .': . 
the administrative and political ecosystems. We have also learnt that reform iniziatives are not "all ::. . . '  

, ;; 
or nothing" package deals. It is not always the case that reforms would succeed or sink in their ;.. . .  

, entirety.  re is always a possibility that reform components that are.able to successfully 
" "negotiate a.Gtn with the larger administrative and political ecosystems will be scaled up and athers 
' dropped off. 

t: It is impoliant that experts, technocrats, development partners and foreign agencies pay more 
attention to analysis of constraints, opportunities and incentives at play within political, and 
administrative ecosystems. @i~.service tr.a.i._ning,jin~tj~.tjo__nsss&ou!d introduce dedicated courses 
or m,odules~_to..e.quip~ civil..servants with.skills.to assess the compatibilitv of reforms with the, - . . . . .  a ..____---.------- 
lGo,er political L_-. a~i.ad~i-~istr-atiue.e~o~~~tem~~~fr~~~ ~ubl lc  pollcy and training institutions should 

: 
a m o k  at public service delivery reforms within%e APT. model in other sectors such as health, 
water and sanitation, communication, sodial protection, etc. More case .srudies like the Insarif 

. I  

Afternoon School Program will provide further evidence to test the conclusions made in this study. 



Pakistan has experimented with a range of service delivery models and reforms over +g.d+ to 
imprivd citizens' access to goods and sewT2e-s. Regardiess of the orrgin ofTGir technical des~gn 
from an external donor or indigenous stakeholde?~, the execution of public sector reforms al%ays 

, would have an interface with civil service and p ~ l i t i c a r ~ t i t u d e  
of fztors affectts tine s i l w e a f t f i & f a c e ,  and hence, the chances of success or 
Glure of the r e f o - i l q f i ~ t s  and experts rnight haveTontro1 over the technical aspects 
enabling them to desrgn a world-class reform, its success cannot be guaranteed unless the interface 
with civil service and political ecosystem works well. What are those factors which make this 
interface work? What do the administrative heads of department look for if they would w&t to 
support or sustain a reform? What kind of refonns attract their ownership and drive? What do the 
politicians expect of a reform if they have to engage with it? These questions are important to 
understand wny some reforms are successfully scaled up and sustained while others are dropped 
off at early stage. 

\I 

! The objective of this study is to present learning from design and implementation of Insaaf 1 ;  
! Afternoon Schools Prograrn in I?unjabvto answer these questions. The study begins with an ' 

I :  analytical framework - the APT Model - which argues that success or failure of public sector 
i reforins is an outcome of interplay among three factors: administrative, political, and technical. t i  

The next section presents a case study of the Insaaf Afternoon Schools Program to validate the 
' ,  i i framework. The st.&+also uses insighttsfrom .. civil servants.-ab0ut.ho.w . . . . . . . . .  civ.il.,s.ewice;wwo~~s. 

t The last section presents recommendations. 
. ?  .......... ..............._.._. .... '. ..- *. .,.-.-- . 

...... . ........... The study is relevant to broadly two sets of audience: (l).%xperts 2 ---. technocrats. .: development -... -. .....-- and \i s?! : 

p.olicy practitinners, and civil servants, who are involved in the design qd delivery.oflreforms, 
and ('2) training inshtutes for.civil~s.ervants. ~ ~ B e r r n a y u s e  theseinsights to design maiqgei.;nt 

. in&.... c&es to eauip the . - civil servants with skJls.for identiQjng-,and, lead.i.rig. 
i 1 . reforms,. and paving the way wi.ihin the adn~inistrative systems for scalelup and . . . . .  

i_.~eforms;. . 
! ...... i i .  - 
i : 
1 
1 The APT Model: Admiaaist;rative-PcaPitig:;~B-Te~hni6:aB 

The literrlture identifies many factors for designing sustainable re.forms: access to dependable 
information for all stakeholders; refornl's oversight assisted through internal and external 
appraisals; operational and administrative feasibility and, their ability to assist political leadership 

. in pursuing their agendas. There is considerable treatment of these factors under distinct categories 
such as reforms' own .technical merits'; administrative structures and their czipacity to support 

- 
I Weirner D. L. and Vining A. R. (2005) Policy analysis: Concepts and practice. 5th edition, Upper Saddle River, NJ: 

Pearson; and, Miller G. J. and Robbins D. (2007) Cost-Benefit Analysis. in Eandbook of public policy analysis: 
Theory, politics, and methods. F. Fischer, G. J. Miller and M. S. Sidney. B O C ~  Raton, FL: CRC Press. 465480. 
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! .. 
reforms3; nnd larger political agendas and their alignment or clash with reforms4. I l~we \~ r r ,  the 
interplay of administrative and political domains with technical design is not yet well understdod 
in context of actual implementation of social sector reforms. The study offers a fresh perspective 
on how Administrative, Political i d  Technical factors interact with each other to determine the 

ent components within a broader package. 

the potential of reform il~tiatives to scale- 
ss of refops;  their ability to respond to 
r delivery; and, the a b i l i ~ % - ~ ~ ~  to 
otentlal t-and sustain. Reforms 

rrace between these three broad dbmains - 
to embed and institutionalize within existing 

1'nl)lic-scc~or~o\-or~~;~txc 
strucrurcs 

t. 

{. 
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. .  p . . . .  . .: 

.,:. 1 
:, . 

A technically robust reform design will focus on understanding the problem and binding , 

constraints, leverage data and evidence to designing interventions and monitoring systems with .. 

clear goals and objectives. This element is largely managed well through research, analysis, - .  
consultations, and use of sector expertise. However, tec-.cal robustness alone is not sufficient; 
administrative structures are likely to sideline incompatible reform initiatives. mpatib<]ity with 
administrative structures require reform's responsive4lesstMuhlir.-sar.tnrance structure$, 
a G p r i n c i p l e s  and goals of public f i n ~ a g e ~ c o r n p l i a n c e  with rules of 
b:siness, policies and procedures; an promise of Yivering value for money. F, 
in1- safeguard c~vil seWants against exposure to risks will elicit m$imum traction 

Sausman, C., E. Oborn, and M. Barren. (2016). "_Po>~n$atio_n Through Localisation: Implementing National 
Policy in the UK." Policy & Politics 44 (4): 563-589; and, ~raithwai&:;J;~?-e-c. Long, L. A. Ellis, and 
I. Herkes. (2018). "pen Cornq.&x~cience Meets Implementation Science: A TheoreticaLmd.Empirical Analysis _._-----. ..". ...... . ,aKSystems.Change." BMC Medicine 16~6~)~-Or~~fTsCfS1T9ilir~~T077~ ...........- ...... 

Norris, E., 'and J. McCrae. (201 3). P , ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ t ~ S t i c k s . ~ c e p ~ ~ g ~ ~ t ~ ~ g o , y e , ~ ~ f p ~ ~ a s t ; p g . ~ h a n g ~ o n d o n :  Institute for 
Government; and, Ilott, O., J. Randall, A. Bleasdale, and E. Norris. (2016). Making Policy Stick: Tackling Long-Term 
Challenges in Government. London: Institute for Government. 

.... -- 
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Sdrvice 1:)elivcl.y liel'~)rrus Work _ - _ _ -  - .---.-.--.l___-_l._._. ._ 

. . 
' with civil servants and adminis~rative structures. These risks include audit objections, litigations, F":... . 
, employees / staff protest, negative press, disciplinary actions, ire of the reporting, etc. Civil . .I,. . 

i . servants are often genuinely interested in delivering reforms to improve service delivery. However, r ! .  . these concerns and considerations undermine .the appetite of even highly reform-minded civil 
$- , servants to own a project. Another significant dimension is the responsiveness of reform to 

1; requirements of supra-administrative structures such as Planning and Development, and Finance .,.. ~. 

-. 
Departments in scaling-up and sustaining it. 

The limitation of various reform initiatives to anticipate and adapt to the requirement of 
administrative structures also highlights gaps in how reforms are' designed in Punjab, and broadly 
in Pakistan. Experts, development practitioners and foreign agencies drive the design phase with 
inadequate appreciation of the administrative requirements and space within which civil servants 
operate. This also explains to an extent the widespread reluctance among civil servants to adhere 
to a reform agenda driven by external actors. It is no surprise that reform initiatives often run 
successfully as long as development partners and civil society organizations operate them. 
However, when these are handed over to the public sector, their effectiveness often erodes as a 
result of actual and 1 or perceived incompatibility with the larger administrative structures and 
processes. 

to alignment and responsiveness to the administrative structures, the reforms must also 
earn pohtical t r - w  - political l e v - t  - - .  -. 

aligned with political leadersri~p's prioritiesm e to have . . 

f k, Tj,e potential gains of reforms must offer promise of p o l i t i c a z e  and visi- .. . . 1 
". . leadership by addressing a significant policy prol;lem for respective constituencie~,andipO~~l~tioI! .: -:. 1' at large. Since implementation and sustainability require support of the political leah+jFhip.&d . 2 ; .  . 2' :.*.. . 

i, key stakeholders, it is important for the reform initiative to intelligently account foiand'fesp.ond I: :::c 2: 

to various interests for effective political engagement and ownership. Reform initiati<&sithat'fd!. - ., ;.?::.. ..::! 

to respond to the financial requirement are also likely to be dropped. ' 

' . .  
, .:.'.. 

~ 
. . <. ';. . . < 

C . . .., .. . 
i,' .. . . r t.;t. . . ,kc' i" 

k '  p ,. , 

. . 

Reforms that have political buy-in are likely to be readily accepted. However, reforms that do not have a political 
buy-in and needs a strong(push or lobbying from administrative leadership to create this buy-in would generally be 
discouraged by the administrative leadership. 



.. 
Yt,., 
I? 
.;: insa%fAfterr.oon S.chooUs Procra~a: A Case Study  % 

C- g 
;: This study uses the Insaaf Afternoon Schools Program as a case study to unravel the interplay 

among administrative, political and technical facets of reforms. The program began in 20 17 in the 
:,. 

backdrop of Punjab's high number of out of school children. The province has 10.5 million 
3 ,' children out of school. The challenge is aggravated by high dropouts at key stages on the education . e 

- ladder. Around 30% of children drop out of schools between Katchi and grade 10. A major 
[ determinant for these dropouts is the steep pyramid of schools across the province indicating a 
; s h q  decline in the number of post-primary schools. The middle and high schools combined 

represent only 30% of all sc,hools in the province. 

Survival Rates in Primary and SecontBnry Schooling 

@ ,atchi . a a d c  I 

Psirnnv Lhnl 

@ Secondary Scbooi 

,F>.? 
'I.,: Ratchi Grade I Gradc 2 Grade3 Glsde 4 Gradc 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Glnde 8 Grnde 9 Grade 10 
v;.i (2007-08) (2008-09) (2009-10) (2OiO-11) (2011-12) (2012-13) (2013-14) (201.1-ij) (2015-16) (2016-17) (2017.iB) 
3,;;. .. 

articularly girl students, drop out of the education system after completing primary OK 

education primarily because there is no post-primary school in th.eir vicini.ly. Besides 
tances, to and from schools: cause concerns among parents as to the safety of children. 
n of arrangements for safety and travel of children increases the costs of education on 

. - ..... - ...................... - ..................... - .......... - ..-............... - ......... - ..... -. ....... - - -. ........................ - -- .. - ... - ..-.. - -... - ....- 
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It; [his context, au obvivus solution IS lo 
establish more nliddle and secondary 
schools to prevent dropouts. However, 
there are two major binding constraints 
to this solution. Firstly, there is narrow 
fiscal space that limits any additional 
investment in opening new middle and 
high schools in the province. The Figure 
2 provides an insight into the resource 
constraint that the School Education 
Department is faced with, particularly 
given that development budget for 
education in the province has stagnated 
over the last few years. 

p 
I Notwithstanding the budgetary constraints, it requires around 5.4 million PKR to upgrade a school 

j 

; from. primary to post-primary level. In a hypothetical scenario where 500 schools were to be 
i upgraded'in only 5 districts, it. would cost the School Education Department (SED) around 4.2 
! billion PKR. To bring this figure into perspective, the cost ofupgrading the schools in just 5 district 
t is equivalent to around 100% of cost for educating all the children in privately managed public 
i' schools; 75% of cost of disbursing stipend to girls at post-primary levels in 16 districts in Punjab; 

and, 20% of &ing 74004- schools through public-private partnerships under Punjab Education 

f Foundation (PEF). From another perspective, the resources are also sufficient to run 5 Daanish .. 

. School Authorities in the province and finance the ongoing development schemes with SED.'&~ :. 
' reclaim dangerous buildings together almost twice over (see Appendix 11). . . 
', ... 
li, . . ,. ....: . .  it. .<: 

. F Besides the significant resources required to upgrade the schools, another important binding ..: 
,-> 

: .  constraint is that upgradation of schools may take up to three years. Even if upgradation 
' ':, 7, 

5. U 
programme for all schools were to start tomorrow, the students who are currently enrolled in !' 

5; terminal grades of different levels i.e. grade V, VII and X are likely to permanently drop out ofthe 
$ system as they will have no access to higher grade schooling by the time they complete their 
P 

. respective grades. Additionally, the students in lower grades also risk dropping out as  the :> S! 

z: upgradation may take more than one year with consequences for these children in terrns.of 
?!. 

transition to subsequent educational levels (See Appendix 111). 
kt. 
fi: , 
'% 

The two major binding constraints discussed above called for a refonn that was not heavily 
F1, 
& resource intensive and could start delivering results in a short span of time. Keeping thcse 

objectives as central, Sustainable Transition and Retention for Delivering Education (STRIDE) 
piloted a reform initiative in two districts that attempted to bridge the gap in transition for smdents 

. at terminal grades in different educational levels i.e. primary and e l e n ~ e n t a r ~ . ~  The refo.ni 
' initiative had following key components: 
g, 
;lj- Er 
kt*. 
@.:A .. 
2; 
@ Vide letter to district education r n a n g r s  to provide support u the pilot programme through conorpond: APD- g PPYlIUl2-32017 



ir~porwd 1 - :Yoir-pra~fhc[81 Tcsrgefirag: Wi: carried our a dain-based analysis of local context and 
ds to identify target schools where the dropout after level-specific terminal grades was highest. 

schools were later upgraded to ensure that maximum children remained within the education 
isystem after completing specific level of education. The targeting exercise involved carrying out 
surveys and key informant interviews with community members as well as education officials to 

erstand the gravity of binding constraints for different schools. This qualitative data from the 
.-grassroots was triangulated with the various datasets available with the School Education 

artrnent to identify high impact schools where upgradation may be carried out though 
oon shift for maximum impact on students' dropout and transition to higher grades. 

Component 2 - Up-gradation through AJernoo~t Shij'its: The schools with hghest dropout rates 
in their catchment areas were supported to start additional classes to provide post-primary level 
.education to students. The inception of afternoon classes in existing schools prevented any 
additional strain on the development budget for the government in relation to school upgradation. 
The reform initiative also allowed the government to prevent dropouts of students in terminal and 

1' near-terminal grades of different education levels by cutting down the response lag time to zero. 
, The upgadation through afternoon classes ensured that students could continue their education in 

their own schools even after completing education to a specific level i.e. primary or elementary. 
The afternoon classes at post-primary level in existing schools attracted children who had dropped 

, out of the education system not only one or t*c years ago, bct up to five years aso in some 
instances. 

: Component3 - Transport Facility: The program provided transport to facilitatestudents who were 
. at the risk of dropping out due to the distance barrier, as well as those.who had already dropped. 

out. This transport .faciliry included school-managed pick-and-drop for gir! students and bic);cfe<. ' 

. for boys. The School Councils (SC) were empowered to identify and sanction transport facility,' >a 

either in form of pick-and-drop or bicycles, to children at risk of dropping out. During the pilot . : 
. 1 

phase, School Councils were suppo~ted by STNDE in terms of procuring and providing transport:.. i. 

facilities to the beneficiaries. For instance, more than 3200 bicycles were centrally prociared. b y  
STRIDE and transferred to direct ownership of school councils in pilot districts. The respective. , ' 

SCs then distributed the bicycles among students at ~ i s k  of dropping out due to distLmce barrier.' 
' Similarly, the STRIDE'S field teams provided support to SCs in identifying vendors for providing 

pick-and-drop services to girl students. The monitoring of services by these vendors was carried 
out by the respective SCs, and the payments were transferred to these vendors through STRIDE'S 
field teams (see Appendix IV). 

Component 4 - Bigger Schoob: In the initial phase, establishment of bigger schools proposed 
. merger of two or more primary schools with the aim to split school premises for K-3 grades and 
4-5 grades. Premises were to be declared sub-campuses under the same school code i.e. the EMIS 
(Education Management Information System) code. The component was planned to offer multiple 
benefits towards ensuring better leanling enviro~~ment, and eventua!ly reducing incidence o.f 
dropouts at primary level. For instance, it aimed to manage severe shortages of rooms in majori-ty 
of two-room primary school buildings by relocating different grades between i\Yo sub-campuses 
of a merged bigger schools. In a K - 3 sub-canlpus, students could have better learning 
environment than the existing situation where K-6 grades were crarnmed together in a two-room 
building. It also aimed to address the shortage of teachers by rationalizing staff from schools 

F'; .- .- .- 
R:. 
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. linving surplus ri.achiiig staffto il~osc facing siioriages. In  addition to ti~csc: bcncfi~s, bigger schools 
'I supplemented the afternoon-classes-co111ponent in that it provided a solution for dropout at K-5 
': while afternoon classes targeted dropouts at post-primary levels. Although the pilot,and scale-up 
- did not include this component, it still wanants discussion here to inform discussion in subsequent 

a 5 - Community ~Mobidization: This component involved interactions and advocacy 
ation officials, communities, parents, school councils and local vendors etc. to mobilize 

? local resources to support the reform initiative. Communjty mobilization was canied out by 
only during the pilot phase. It encompassed' in-depth sessions, campaigns and 
nts to mobilize co~nmunitjes in general and parents in particular to retain / re-enroll their 
existing schools for post-primary education. 

The pilot was able to demonstrate that the reform components addressed the binding constraints 
around the low transition and dropouts due to steep pyramid of schooling in Punjab. From piloting 

- , in two districts in Punjab in 2017, reform was scaled up to 22 districts7 in 2015 and across'36 
districts in 2019. The Government of Punjab allocated 6.5 billion PKR as development budget for 

' FY 2021-22 for the implementation of Insaaf Afternoon School Programme in the province.S 
k+- 
d 
p, 
@. , 

F g ., 

. .  See correspondence: DDPffi'vllU/2019-17503 dated  march 13", 2019. 
.' See correspondence DD(iLL)/IASP/2021 dared June 21,202 1 detailing responsibilities ofdiffe~ent education o.fices 

in ihe .full scale-up phase across 36 districts. 
. , .. -.. I..... . ... . _. ..., _ _  _ " _.( 
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2 Delivc1.y I<i.l'or~i~.s L'dol'k. 

, . 

dminis$a-ative-Po3i$ica8-Technir:ail laatca.pY,ay in  Practice: Lesssans froas Insaaf 
fternoow Schoo! Program 

ove section describes the design of the Ins& Afternoon Schools Program (IASP). This 
lains how the administrative, politica! and technical facets interacted with each other 

he ground for a successful reform. It also explains how some elements of the original 
reforms were dropped off. 

lained above, IASP had originally five major components. The compatibility of each of 
mponents with expected standards for technical design &d alignment with administrative 
tical ecosystems varied in each case is presented in the table below. We recognize that 

is needed to develop a scientific criterion for rating compatibility at component or 
level. In this study, we rely on program team's collective judgement to assess the degree 
atibility and inferences drawn from selective examples and feedback from senior civil 

servants involved in the reform implenienrntion cycle. 
I 

-1ASPS compotibility with administrative, political and technical expectations 
( Targeting 1 Afternoon 1 Transport 1 Bigger 1 Community 1 

pi. High - fully or mostly compatible with expectations 
L?. I, Moderate - partially compatible with expectations ... . 
. Low - marginally compatible with expectations . .... ... 
...C .:. 

. , .., . 

As the Chart below shows, the degree of alignment determined the interest, ownership, ind 
sustainability of different program components. The selection of schools' and the a.Feernoon schools 
had high degree of alignment with administrative and political ecosystems and therefore survived. 
Transport facility, bigger schools, and community mobilization were less compatible with 
administrative and political requirements and therefore they struggled at the scale up stage. 



-. - .- - .. . ..- . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . -. . 

APT Success Probability Chart 

Mobilization 

Figrrr. 4: .1P1'Su~.cess I'robrlbiliry Chart (,'otnponenr-w~ise 

n of transport facility, was transparent and based upon a dispassionate analysis of 

sions i.e. administrative, political and technical as highlighted by the APT model. 

. billion for FY 2021-22 to upgrade around 8000 schools. Had the SED adopted the business-as- 
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-. 
E;' I'iniicring provision of post-pri~:lary edi!catioii i.e. ifsource dtF.cil i r ~  ~~pgrading schools and high 

response time required tbr school upgradation. The afternoon classes leveraged existing 
?. 

*:. .-. infrastructure for post-primary education without incurring additional development cost. 
Leveraging existing infrastructure also precluded the need for long response time that is the norm 
in infrastructure related projects. Schools could effectively start offering post-primary classrooms 
within one month after deciding to upgrade. 

The component also acquired considerable traction with the political leadership during the pilot 
7 phase. It showed promise to exemplify political leadership's emphasis on austerity as. an 

overarching consideration for governance and reforms. Within tight fiscal space available to SED 
, for new initiatives, the reform component offered opportunity to the political leadership to 

illustrate high impact without high cost or delays that are typically inevitable in infrastructure 
projects. 

' 

The reform component also successfully anticipated and responded to a number of administrative 
constraints that might bring it into clash with existing administrative structures and processes. For 
instance, at the pilot phase, all the payments i11 relation to the services of part-time teachers, head- 
teachers md non-teaching staff was directly transferred' by STRIDE. This insulated the top 

, management and mid-line management from various risks including audit objections, negative 
press and 1 or penalties for non-compliance with financial procedures especially in the absence of 

, , rules and procedures governi.ng the payments and payment modalities. However, this was likely 
1 to jeopardize the scale-up of the reform, where payments were to be routed through various offices . !. 

" ,  2, within the SED and the rules and procedures governing payments were still largely missing. The " STRIDE team, in consultation and guidance :from the top management addressed this challengeby 
I', utilizing existing channel of funding i.e. Non-Salary Budget (NSB). The schools wereto offer 

honorarium to the teaching / non-teaching staff out of the NSB which is a mechanism for ditkct :.. 
7 

.. transfers of funds to schools to ca.nyout expenses to improve learning and learning enviionmmt. . .,:. 
'!. L. 

.? 

. .  :. 
!+' The SED had worked with similar reforms in the past without making remarkable gains. Tijey ,I' 

involved handing over rnanasement of public schoois to private owners who could contihue. 
education~l activities in the evening shift in given localities and gene:ate revenue. But since the 
reform was later abandoned for insufficient gains for the department and cornrnu~lity at large, the 
SED was initially averse to the idea of afternoon shifts for perceived similarities and overlapping .. - 

IF:" ,, approach. It was only after the STRIDE team was able to convince the department on. the 
distinctiveness of two initiatives that the S:"c was able to set aside its initial reluctance. The 
STRIDE team highlighted that the previous initiative had failed largely because of cold response . 

, from community to classes taking place late in the eveningsfparental concern for children's safety 
and security alongside societal norms, especially in case o.f girls, kept participation figures low. 

. Pxental conczms could be mitigated by starting second shifts within timings which would allow 

. children, both boys and girls, to return to their homes considerably well before the sunsef. SED 
j accepted this solution because it practically tackled a barrier to afernoon shifts. 

................ . .................................. ........................ ........................ 
'161P ag 'e  



' trans pol^ facility for both girls and boys successfully continued through the pilot phase. More than 
6800 boys and girls received transport facility in the form of bicycles for boys and transport 
vouchers for girls. The transport facility was i m e l y  succes ensuring retention of 
students availing the-facility. Only 0.5% (36) of 6838 children tha=d the transport facilit). 

I. drcpped-out. In addition-to technical soundness, i ~ m i r i f o f f e r e d  considerable mileagefor _.____ .-.-- 
t w ~ c a l  l e a i f i i j 5 . - A ' i - i ~ o t  phase, it was a b n o  galn so much traction with the political 

. leadership-termed "Khadim-e-Aala School Sawari ~ rogram~."  At one point, it even 
.* seemed that the component may become the flagship conlponent of the larger reform initiative. 
. . Despite technical robustness and political responsive to these degrees, the component was not 
' .  carried forward to the next phases of limited or full scale-ups. What were the factors that 

determined this outcome? 

-During the pilot phases, the procurement of bicycles and pick-and-drop service were centrally 
managed by STNDE. During the scale-up phases, these were to be taken up by the School 
Education Department which posed a financial and logistic challenge for the department causing 
reluctance within the department towards the reform component. The reluctance had a number of 
important reasons that nlust be discussed here. Firstly, the facility to students required 
substantial resources which could not be financed within the budgetary constraints. The provision 
of transport facility including pick-and-drop facility and procurement of bicycles also presented . 

administrative challenges and risked considerable exposure to audit objections and / or negative 
publicity for the top management. For instance, the distribution of bicycles involved laige . 

procureinents with risks such as delays, quality variations, and distribution related challenges; etc. 
In the absence of guiding rules and procedures that may facilitate the implementation; of this 'i: 

component alongside adequately insulating the top management, there remained substantial r i s k  , .  

.... 
of exposure for the top management to procurement co~nplexities and potential non-complidce ,': 
with rules and procedures ultimately leading to audit observations and I or unfavorable publicit?;'O ::,, 

\ 

Similarly, procuring pick-and-drop services at the school level necessitated heavy invo1vement;of :, 
school administration and school councils in the identification and selection of vendors and'iin 
subsequent payments. Here again, the absence of financial rules and administrative procedures 
caused an unbridgeable administrative void between the SED, as an institution ready to provide a 
facility, and the beneficiaries, who needed this facility to access the core service ofFered by the 
department namely education. This was coupled with the apprehensions of the top managernext 
rezarding the downstream capacity of front-line rnmagers and schooi-leaders to execute these 
tasks without calling into question the transparency arid discipline of the entire reform program. 

The absence of supportive financiai and administrative framework i.e. rules, procedures, 
regulations often leads reforms to a dead-end. It is not as much the absence of this framework that 
causes constriction for rtforms or reforin components but an overarching system leire! inertia 

~- ~ 

Vide correspondence: SSEfilisc.RO17 dared July 12th, 2017; and, No. DP(MSCE)IPESRPIISAPSI2017-16527 
.. dated July 6 2015. 

, ''During the scale-up oflASP in FY2021-22, the children who are at risk of dropping out of school due to distance 
barrier reiliain vulnerable in the absence of t~ansport facility, despite having access to edilcation at post-primarj 
levels. 

... ......... .. - ...........-.... ...................... - ............ 
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where necessary framework is seldom developed to aid sn~ooth delivery of reform 1 reforal .: :. .:;: 1 " .  . ,. .i : 
comgonents. There have been instances in the past, where administrative structures,' headed by .. J., : 

I . . civil servants, were able to bridge this void by developing necessary rules, procedures and 
, regulations that facilitated successful delivery of refomis and improved service delivery at large. 

The case of school-based financing in Punjab deserves special attention in this regard where each 
school is provided funds to improve learning and learning environment by SED through a number 
of intermediate offices between the department and the individual school. The means and mode of 
transfer of funds, called Non-Salary Budget, were not the only administrative puzzle that needed 
to be solvkd for successfiil delivery of this reform initiative. Once the schools were in possession 
of the funds, there remained a number of important questions that needed answers: Who will be 
the drawing arid disbursing officer of these funds? Where would these funds be used or not be 
used? How would downstream managers ensure a higher utilization of funds despite the fear of 
audit observations? 

All these important questions were dealt with by developing a supportive administrative 
framework. Rules and procedures were developed to guide and track flow of funds &om Finance 
Department to the schools. A formula-based method for distribution of funds was also developed ; 

! 

that accounted for. needs at school level and then calculated school-specific disbursement amount. 
These was the pre-requisite arrangements that were needed for the program to even commeriFe 
operation. It was still important to address the downstream concern'for negative incentiGes . 

attached to funds utilization, such as audit observations and or disciplinary action, that might -st : 
, '  Eunds utilization at school level. To assuage this concern, the top management transformed +e 

, ii .'. ., 
. . . . . . . .  very nature of audit, from financial audit to performance-based audit,'to aid smooth delivee.. ..;,, :. .. ' : ;..;<:: i Plugging the administrative gap by installing supportive administrative framework, .the ..SED&S ' ; ,,.,, 
... .y; .;;,, : now able to cover almost 100% backlog of missing facilities in public schools across the pmvi&e . ;;. _,;; ; 
",' ' ,": 

. .  through NSB. The department now disburses around Rs.14 billion each year under this i.&tiat&e.. , , , , ~ : ~ ~ : z :  : 
. . . .';. , ' .' " j . . '  

: with utilization rates approaching 90% of total disbursements each year. '' . ! ,,.:. :..;,: '3' ... :cp.. . " . .  
, ...... .;..:. .... : 

. I;!L .". ,:.:. .<.'.. 
I . .::. ;',:I . . . .  Bigger Schools t ...... 

il:. 
. : .... ,: Bigger schools was another refonn component that offered potential to address the challengeiof .? . 

student dropout largely owing to poor learning environment. Children studying in two-room 
primary schools where multiple grades are often taught in same and overcrowded classrooms result ' . 

in poor learning experience for students. Evidence informs that around 36% children drop out of 
the education system due to poor learning environment and students' general lack of interest.12 
Here again, the reform component offered promise to address the challenge of poor learning 
environment by merging nearby schools and designating grades that w~l l  be taught at a given sub- 
campus. Nevertheless, the component w q o t  adopted even for the @ ---- . &phase Tawing to ......... 
departmed"~ unsuccessful ex~f i ence  with slmilar relorm. School Consolidation was launched in 
2012-13 through which around 5500 schools were consoxdated at primary and elementary level, 
mostly in villages.13 The initiative was bitterly opposed by the Tanzeem-e-Asataza Pakistan 
(translation: Organization of Teachers, Pakistan) and the Punjab Teachers Union. Additionally, 
there were protests by parents at number of places. For instance, in Taxila,.parents of girls-students 

, of a primary school refused to send their daughters to the boys' primary school where the two 

. . 
" I-SAPS. 2017. ~hird-party Validation of Non-Salary Budget. 
IZ Punjab School Education Survey. 2017. 
" Vide Notification No: SO(SE-I 11)2-1312007, Dated: 3 1-05-2012 
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Successful reforms, even if technicsily robust, have to align with both political and 
administrative ecosystems to go beyond the pilot stage. Technical robustness of public sector 
reforms is vital but it is not a sufficient condition in its own right for sustainability. Similarly, 
political ownership of reforms alone cannot guarantee that it will be scaled up or sustained beyond 
donor financing. Politicians will support refoms which are not only aligned with their own or 
party's agendas, but also provide opportunities for their own visibility. Alignment with 
administrative ecosystem requires strict compliance with financial rules, administrative 
procedures, procurement guidelines, and consideration of saving and returns on investment. A 
breach or deviance, real or perceived, from administrative procedures may increase the transaction 
cost for the civil servants to manage the consequences, rcmging from audit objections, negative 
publicity, uncertain career progression, forced postings, and / or disciplinary proceedings. These 
concerns and considerations of the administrative structures headed by civil servants are important 
determinants of success. 

... . 
;.i" :. ' 

The study makes three broad recommendations in light of these conclusions. '5 ., . . , s.' . 
. . -. , . :- . . .  
. . ,,.'? 

.?. 
- 2  

, . 
I tl: . ,,>;:; . 

%?.: .< . . 1) Experts, teci~nocrnts anad development agencies stiould pay nmore attentionto ah:dysis ' ... 
.i: i,. '6 ,  
i . of constraints, opportunities and incentives at play within polities1 and adaninistratiiie :3  

- .I ecosystems. This necessitates consultation, close coordination and advice from .civil .4y: .i 1:; servants right at the design phase. Moreover, constant engagement with civil sewants nee@ 't', 

I' . I. .. to be integrated through the reform life-cycle as they can serve as an effective coordinating rb- 
vector between the political stakeholders and technical experts to ensure ~nodifications and 
adaptations for greater alignment wi.th the inacros:~stems. . . 

. Q, " .  
Reform initiatives are not "a11 o r  nothing" package deals. It is not always the case that reform 

2J Management trainings shouid equip the civii servants with skills to assess and 
enhance the compatibility of reforms with the larger political and administrative 
ecosystem upfront. This will not only save valuable time, efforts and resources on pilots 
where design team might have to go back to the drawing board due to incompatibility 
between the refolm and the larger system, but will also enable then1 to provide targeted 
guidance for greater alignment of technicaliy sound initiatives. 

I I. would succeed or sink in their entirety.There is always a possibility that reform components that 
are able to successfully -"negotiate a fit" with the larger administrative and political ecosystems ; 
will be scaled up and others dropped off. 

.i ' 

3) Public policy and training institutions should look nt public service delivc~y rreforms 
within the ,4PT mode! in other sectors such as health, water and sani.tation, 
communication, social protection, etc. More case studies like the Insaaf Afternoon School 
Program will provide Inore evidence lo test the conclusions made in this study. Further 
research to validate thc APT model from other examples of reforms will enrich our 
understanding of the ad~ninistrative-political-technical interface to design reforms which 
would inost likely succeed. 
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fulfilled. Schools are free from tlie severe .. 

teacher training and advise on Policy of. 
Assessment. Since its inception., it has: 
conducted examinations of around 70 ';: 
million students of Classes-'5,8. 
Recently '; it has transformed its.rde to .i . .  ,. . . 
develop item banks for scho.ol.babcd .: $ ..?.: . . , : , . . < . . A ,  : )Z . : . .!, assessments and to co~duct.~~o~..f~~~~~.ij~,'.. .. . ,. .;:j.:I. 

, < ,;., ,,>: .,;- -: i. %.;<,..,;.$;.': ,.,,:.+ ':;p;:,:.' . 
elementary level, .::classes ~der .~e~ ' : , i . : . r :  :;,:. :,., ..' ::.... ::&,: .. i..:- .:$<z L1': 

, . .,'...., :,$:.; .. ': ,... "'.";?/;..;I 
\ ,  *! , ,  

.'- %.".'::' 
~ssessment Policy ~ ~ & m e ~ : W o r ~ $ f E ~ ; ~ $ ~ ~ . ~ ~ , : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  .. . . . , :b:l,.. . 

,.n, b r.i. !:: has been allo&tioh Rs. l d : ~ ~ i l ~ o f i f i . ~ ~ . & ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ; ~ ~  ... . . .,: ..... :...:: ,#:. 
. during last 1O-years . , A ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ < ~ ~ & ~ , :  $:'! " '.' .. ,... . ,.., ,... ,,*v! ,.:'i."' ).? 

;,, , , 0 ,.k3., ,;. . e.;.,+:..\:fi 
Work is also DLI'in PESP-II~:~'; ::-:.!: > ,,;$;; ,, ;s:::f<$p,;, ..:. ,., C .,. , 

5 Establishment of It was established in .. , ,i.::.2k:';: ..; .: . .., <,., , ..C :I $..::, :+ ,. :. ::+. .. 5. % .", -/a,. ,r;.  .:4% 
. "..",,. 
, , .:;: C I*,. ,:.. ' Punjab Daanish Year 2009-10 under The initiative /reform was -intr6du?ed::to ..&. . :.,::, ?: ?:?<::.3 .: .*. . '. 

schools & Centers an ~ c t  of provincial provide state 'of the .rirt and", i m@It . ~ :s.:.~>i:c;: .. . .;4p2.. . . 
of Excellence Assembly. competitive education - (with boardqg . - :?.,;$;'!; 
Authority facilities) to the destitute , marginalized . ''1 ';.it:.:: ... . . : and poixest of the poor children in poor . :. .. 

and far flung areas of the Punjab. punjab , : 
Daanish Schools and Centers of 
Excellence have been established with the 
objective to alleviate poverty by educating 
the gifted children of down trodden and . 
marginalized families. To achieve this 
objective, Punjab. Daanish Schools and 
Centers of Excellence Authority Act-20 10 
was passed by the Provincial Assembly of 
Punjab: The Authority has so far set up 14 
Daanish schools for Boys.and Girls at .7 
different locations in Punjab i.e. at 

.. _. .._ 
. .. 261Page 
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blokin: Service C?elivery Kcft~rms \\'ark 
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'il 

Punjab Education 
Foundation 

- 

Established in 1991 & 
re-structured in 2004 
under PEF ACT, 
2004. 

CI~ishLian, District Bahawalnagai., 
Hasilpur, District Bahawalpur, Raliim Yar 
Khan, Harnoli , District Mianwali, Jand, 
District Attock, Dera Ghazi Khan and 
Fazilpur District Rajanpur. All these 
schools are functional. Besides, 06- 
Daanish Schools are under construction. 
Daanish schools provide residential 
facilities to students, fiee education, 
books, food; uniforms, casual wear, sports 
facilities, medical and psychologidal 
treatments etc. Presently total 9408 
students are being taught by 463-teachers 
in functional Daanish Schools at & 
average cost of Rs. 18300/pm/ps. 
Similarly 1 1 -Center of Excellence are 
being run by Authority where 17608 are. 
studying at an average cost of ~s.31001- 
pm/ps. Since its inception; Rs 49.3.Billion. 
spent on this initiative. .. . , . ..:. . 

. . . .  .. . . 
. ... . , : , . . . . 

The Punjab Education , ~ounda t ion . (~ r~~-$ ,~ ,~  . . . . .,.,. . 

is an autonomous organization, . . <.;<..:. . .... :$; ..::..! ': 
established for prnmotion of quality , ,. ';j:T:'. 
education in Public Private partnership :;:I.':: 
mode. It encourages aria supports the 
efforts of private sector through' 
professional, technical and financial . 

assistance. It provides.innovative 
instruments to enable private educational 
institutions to expand educational 
opportunities at affordable cost to the 
poor.It has various programs. 
FAS program has been extended to all 36 
districts of Purrjab having 3700 partner 
schools . Education Voucher Scheme was 
launched in 2006 with the aim to provide 
financial assistance to the schools through 
issuance of vouchers after identification 
and registration of deserving children. 
-The acceptable age of a child under EVS 
is 6-16 years. The children catered by 
EVS belong to less privileged areas / 
katchi abadies / urban slums. Vouchers 
are provided to households to give them 

, .. _..... . ..' .: ', 

.. ... . .. . 
.. : ..$ : 

: . -: " 
'1 . ..fX<. ' :q:.: <: 
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I 
7 Establishment of 

Punjab Education 
Initiatives 
Management 
Authority (PEIMA) 

....... - -- -- -- 
i'i-ccdoni ol' choice t'cii- seleziion of E\iS 
partner school for their children. In a shori 
span of time, within 10 years of its 
inception, EVS will launch 16 phases to 
achieve .targets as Disbursement Link 
indicators (DLI-I) of World Bank. Almost 
600,000 children are registered under 
EVS program and getting fiee quality 
education in 1,800 partner schools in 36' 
districts. New School Program is an 
initiative of PEF that ensures access to 
schools in settlements where no formal 
schools exist within the radius of one 
Itilometer having population ' of 
approximately 350 people. It was 
launched in 2008 by opening new schools 
in seven tehsils with low literacy rates 
having concentration of out of school 
children. Individual entrepreneurs and 
NGOs are encouraged to operationalize 
schools under this program after signing 
of. agreements. Overall 2.6 million 
children are benefitting and 6000 plus. 
schools are the partners. Since 2009-10;: 
Rs 143.1 Billion spent on 'PEF -i?PP: 
Prograrns.PESP-I11 has DL::' with :PEF 
programs. 

I . . 

Year 201 7 ; under Punjab Educr~tion Initiaiive ~ana~emen-t -  
PEIMA ACT. Authority (PEIMA) has been established 

through promulgation of Punjab 
Education Initiatives Management 
Authority, Ordinance 2017 on 18th 
August, 2017. Under clause 21 
subsection l(a) of Punjab School Support 
Program (PSSP)' of Punjab Education 
Foundation (PEF) has transferred to 
PEIbM. Initially the operational 
management of 4,276 schools were 
handed over to eligibie licensee and their 
control was entnsted to PEIMA where 
203,? 59 students were the beneficiaries, 
whereas this number has now increased 
upto 624,000. 

I Since its establishment ; Rs 24.00 
I Billion.spent on this initiative. 
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Stipci:ds to thc 
Children of 
workers ; working 
on Brick kilns. 

Provision of 
Missing Facilities 
in Schools 

Re-Construction 
Dangerous 
Buildings of 
Schools 

Provision of 
Computer Labs in 
Schools. 
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Started on inass level; 
provision of IT Labs 
in 2010. 

Siartcd initiative i:i 
291 6 with the 
approval of Chief 
 minister. 

On mass level ; 
provision of inissing 
facilities program 
started in 2008-09. 

As Policy level ; this 
initiative started in 
Year 2013-14 with 
ample funding. 

5522 dangerous /dilapidated school 
buiidings. This initiative has added 
15000 plus new class rooms in schools. 
As a Flagship initiative., all Secondary 
Schools in Punjab were provided 4286 IT 
Labs on 1-go in 7010 with a costing to 
Rs. 7.00 Billions. Afterwards; in every 
year, block allocations were provided in 
development programs for provision of 
IT Labs in High and Elementary schools.' 
So .far ; 7580 High and Higher Secondary 
Schools ( 98% ) are equipped with IT 
Labs. On the other hand ; 1074 
Elementary schools( 17%) have IT Labs. 
This Government has stopped the 
development allocations for new IT 
Labs. However; 1000 Science and 1000 

- _ 

Under ~ h c  initiaiive., children of workers 
of Sriclikilcs were enrolled in f'ormai ar1.J 
non-formal schools. The enrolled 
children were given free uniforms, 
books, shoes , stationary items and 
stipends. Approximately 80000 plus 
children benefitted on yearly basis. This 
initiative stopped by stopped by the 
present Government. in 201 5. An amount 
to Rs. 5.00.Billion spent on the 
initiative. 
The Program started wiih kick start of 
PESP-I ( DL1 with World Bank) to 
provide missing facilities ( Boundary 
wall, Drinking Water, Electricity. 
Furniture etc ) on whole scheme 
approach. At present 95% Plus Schools 
of Punjab are with all such facilities. 
Approximately ; Rs 37.157 Billions spent 
on these facilities in 10-Years to provide 
30500 facilities in Public Schools. . . 

Funding on this component has been. ;i' 
2 .  . 

' .:* shrinked in recent years. , .... .., . 

It was decided by the School.Education ::; 
to re construct thousands of dilapidated ..$ 
a d  dangerous buildings of schgols::lt ?$,.' 

" , , . ,t 
remained priority in Development . . .: . .'$; ." 

Program. In Jas 8-years; an a m o u n t . o f ~ s  
26.59 billion allocated to re-construct .,: 
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/ of Rs. 6500 Million during CFY to enroll 

- - ,  

1 .OO Million children in upgraded 
classes. 1 

............................................................................................... , .............................. ...,.. ....................................... 

......................... 
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Provision of 
Additional Class 
Rooms > .  

Upgradation of 
Schools 

Afternoon Schools 
( IASP) 

1 .  L 
I '  

f. 

. . 

1'7 Labs have recetltly been re-furbisheci 
in High Schools with the funding of 
FCDO. Over all funding so far on IT labs 
in Public Schools in around Rs. 14.00 
Billions. It needs to be enhanced as no 
Primary Level School is equipped with 
IT Labs. 
With the increasing in enrollment ; 
schools all over Punjab still need 50000 
plus new Class Rooms .In last 10-years ;, 
20000 plus new class rooms were added 
(9700 plus with Grant of DFIDRCDO Sc 
remaining by ADP Funding) but due to 
overcrowding in schools ( in urban 
centers) more Class Rooms are needed 
due to increasing enrolment inpublic 
Sc'nools. 
In PESP-I (2007-12) ; though DL1 
linked funding ., 2400 scflools were 
upgraded to next leveis and 3621 
upgradations of schools were also made : 
in years 2013-20. As per criteria;, 27000 
plus schools need upgradati~ns to 
elementary /secondary levels to retain .. 

4.00 million dropout children. An 
amount of Ks, 300 Billion require for :' 

... 
. . . . .  these upgradations. 

Started in year 2004- 
05. 

Starred in 2008-9 

This initiative started 
in 2015 as PILOT 
PROJECT 

I 

! 

, 

> 

I 

. , 

. 

. 

I 
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. . ------Ti ', ;;. Upgradation of schools is the single 
largest demand of community. P.fternoon 
school program was started to enroll ': 
those children in evening hrs which were: 
deprived of education due to access. 
Initially 577 schools were upgraded in 
22-districts across Punjab. 30000 plus 
children ( more girls than boys) were 
enrolled and it remained very successful . 
morning school buildings were used in 
afternoon. The Head teacher/ Teacher of 
morning schools were paid additional 
honorarium as emoluments. Due to 
success story; School Education 
Department has decided to start 7000 

) plus after noon schools with a spending 
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Introduction of 
Early Childhood 
Education (ECE) 

I 

Recruitment of 
Gradates 1 blasters 
in Science as 
Teachers in Public 
Schools. 

- -- 

I liii:-odilced in Yezi- ECE s:ser;m was intioduceci i i l i t i ~ ~ i l y  in 
20 10 1900 Schools in Punjab to check the 

- 
Introduced in Year 
2010 

dropouts at early level of education i.e ';, 
nursery -1 especially. Under this 
initiative; a room is being organized'on. < 
ECE the3mes.in selected school. Care j 
giver is also hired from the local 
community and honorarium is paid from 
NSB of schools. At present 13780 ECE 
Rooms exist in schools. This stream need 
to be introduced in every Public School. 
To improve the quality education 
especially to teach Maths /Science; it 
was targeted to recruit Science 
Graduates on merit basis . This reform 
was linked with a DL1 in PESP-I1 & 111. 
At present ; 79795 designated Science 
Math's teachers are placed in School 
System across the Punjab. Rut it is 

I 
in~portant to mention here that at present 
88000 plus posts of teachers are vacant 
36- districts and present regime is:not 
recruiting the Teachers due to which : 
Quality Education may detroit further. 
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m .  I ', Appendix II: Value for Money of STRIDE - the.pilot stage of the fnsaaf '-v.. 
. . Afternoon School Program 

I 

To understand the efficiency of STRDE vs the usual business of the government, we have 
" presented the following case of district MuzaEargarh. It is to be noted here that there are significant 

district-level variations and we have selected the worst case, i.e., of district Muzafiargarh. In 
district Muzafiargarh, around 88% students (83% boys and 92% girls) drop-out from Katchi to 

I Grade loL5. Further zooming in on these statistics, it is seen that 40%  student^'^ dropout from 
schools in transitioning from Grade 5 to Grade 6 due to the reasons like poverty, opportunity cost 

1 of education, lack of nearby schools, and distance barrier etc. Data and evidence suggest that 
around 50% of these children drop-out because opportunities for post-primary education are 
scarce. This is because the post-primary level schools are not available near to children's homes 
as is the case for primary schools. 

It is also important to note that while some studentsjoin Grade 6 despite the distance barrier, they 
I 

are unable to pursue their education till completion of Grade 10. Data indicates a significant drop- 
out rate of 3 1 percent between Grades 6 and Grade 10 in district M d a r g a r h ' ' .  Based on these 
trends, the estimated number of students dropping out of schools, after complering Grade 5, due 
to distance barrier is presented in the table below: 

Table 01: Students Dropping Out of Schools in district Muzaffargarh in tbe Next 5 Years 
due to Distance Barrier , 

The above analysis indicates the number of students who are expected to drop-out of schools due 
to the distance bamer in district M d a r g a r h  over the next five years in the absence of STRIDE. 

, To address the transition and retention challenge as described in Table 1 above, during the first 
year of implementing the STRIDE program, a total of 108 afternoon schools1* were established in 
the four intervention dismcts in needy union councils as identified in the UC education plans. If 
the respective provincial governments bad decided to upgrade these 108 sehools using the 
traditional approach, it would have cost them Rs. Rs. 907 rnilli~n'~. The STRIDE initiative 
has resulted in savings of around Rs. 655 million for Punjab government and Rs. 252 million 

- !  

Drop-out from Primary to Middle Level (Grade 5-6) I 5,353 1 5,258 1 5 ~ ~ 4 3 2  

j '' Cohon-wise analysis of Punjab Annual School Census data. 
. ! l6 Punjab Annual School Census data for various years. 

1 l7 Punjab Annual School Census data for various years. 
23 schools in district Bahawalpur, 55 schools in diimct Muzaffargarh, 15 each in districts Koha! and Swabi. 

l 9  A rate of Rs. 8.4 million has been used for upgrading a school based on average unit cost of uppiation from 
primary to middle and middle to secondary levels. These costs do not include the operational wsts of schools. 

I .... ̂ . . ..-.. .I... ...... - - . . . ^ _ ....... 

Drop-out at Middle Education Level (Grade 6-8) 1 2,436 1 2,393 

~ i o ~ - o u t  from Grade 5 to Grade 10 1 7,789 1 7,651 

5,700 / 6,078- 
2,472 
7,904 

2,594 
8,294 

2,766 
8,844 



Appendix 111: Key Fit~dings oPSrI'RIDE EvalemBioaa Report 

STRIDE, through its innovative local level planning and context-specific solutions, responds to 
the challe~iges of low transition and retention of students at post-primary levels. This evaluation 
report assesses the effectiveness of STRIDE in achieving the stated objectives and to present 
leanings for future reference. The evaiuation uses a mixed method approach using qualitative 
(gather through key informant interviews and focus group discussions with stakeholders) and 
quantitative (using baseline survey and STRIDE monitoring and evaluation reports) data and 
analysis. The evaluation covers five different aspects/areas including relevance, results, 
effectiveness, sustainability and value for money. The key filldings of the evaluation under these 
five areas are presented be!ow: 

! 

a. STIPIDE reaches to the bottom of the socio-economic pyramid by targeting marginali&d 
class of the society to improve their retention and transition to next educational levels. .( .. 

b. Many students enrolled in STRJDE schools returned after a gap of more than 2-3 yearsi' ,. :.? 

c. Around half of the enrolled students in STlUDE schools travelled a distance of 3 kilometgrs . :. 
2.. ,.? 

or more to reach their previous schools. . .. : . .- 

d. In majority of the cases, parents of the enrolled sti~dents cannot ~[ford the schooling' co.$ts ,: 

of their children. ..+. 5 .  
.4.. e. STRIDE is also helping the teachers in generating some additional income by teachinggn 

a:€temoon schools. 
c; 

f. The govenlment ~Fficials appreciate the concept of STRIDE and the role it is playing,lm 
ensuring continuation of education at post-primary educational levels. 

a. Under STRIDE, 180 aflernoo~l schools have been established in the four intervention 
districts. 

b. STRlDE has achieved the logframe target of 8,400 enrolled students for year 2. 
c. STRIDE has directly supported 8,423 children (51% girls) in the intervention union 

coimcils of four districts who had either dropped out of schools or they were at the risk of 
dropping out from scllools. 

d. The results of end-line assessment show that the leaining outcomes of STRIDE students 
have improved compared with the baseline scores. The average ecd-line overall score is 
20.78; an increase of 2.1 m a r ~ s  compared wit11 the baseline average value of 18.65. 

The following are some of the activities that have worked well: 

a. Local planning has been key in identifying ail6 addressing chailenges ielated to access: 
transition and retention, particularly at post-primacy levels in the intervention districts. 

b. Traction and effective relationship with the provi:lcial and district education admiiiistraf on 
has played a vital role in keeping the ownership of the' solution alive. 
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c. Conrinuo~u engngemenr with con:mu::ity n~embers and ieaders 11ns also been critical i ~ i  ..I : I STRIDE' success. 
I d. STRIDE afternoon schools and transport solutions have been very well received by the :i , parents, teachers and students. 
I e. STRIDE has also gained significant political traction and support during i s  

implementation. This is contributed towards sustainability and scalability of STRIDE. 

a. Both the provincial governments will continue STRIDE intervention in the existing 
districts through their own funds. 

b. The Government of Punjab has scaled-up the intervention in 20 additional districts of 
Punjab. 

c. The Government of IChyber Pakhtunkhwa has also planned to scale-up STIUDE in * 
additional districts of Punjab. 

. . . . , . 

. . . 

I.). 

Value for Money z .. 
. . . . :: . 

,:i;, . 'i.. 

Because of the VFM decisions of the STRIDE management during the inception.:ai$ 
implementation stages, a total of Rs. 20.9 million savings have been made; as of':3B! 
October 201 5. 

*: 

Using the traditional upgradation approach, the government would have incurred a cost Gf 
Rs. 1 .J billion for upgradingthe 180 STRlDE schools. The STRIDE iniiiative has resulted 
in savings of around Rs. 1.3 billion for Punjab government and Rs. 252 million for KP 
government. 

The following are some of the activities that have not worked as planned: 

. a. Philanthropic contributions from community members have been low. 
... 

b. There have been issues regarding the payment of teacher honorarium in Punjab. 
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Appendix 1V: STRIDE Transgaort and Vouchers 

In Pakistan, many children who complete primary level education have to travel long distances to 
continue their education. This is because of the lesser number of post-primary schools in 
comparison with the primary schools. To reach the distant schools, transport facilities are eirher 
not available or they are beyond parents' financial reach in many cases. Additional out-~f-~obket 
expenses, lack of proper transport, fear of insecurity and social and cultural nonns prevent pare~?ts 
to send their children to far away schools; especially in case of girls. 

A study in 2018 to see the effectiveness of transport facilities being provided to students of 
afternoon scl~ools and its impact on transitioil and retention of students. The following are some 
of the key findings of the study: 

. 

. 

. 

a. STRIDE transport facilities include provision of bicycles, rickshaws, vans, vouchers and 
.i : 
:.- any other locally relevant transport facility. hound 30% of the surveyed students have 
,. been provided with bicycles, 27% use rickshaws, 14% vans and 0.1% of the students have . 
".. 
?: 

been provided with transport vouchers. Among these transport beneficiaries of STRIDE, 
58% of .the student are girls and 42% are boys. 

b. Among the STRIDE transport beneficiaries, 27% of the students in Bahawalpur and 2h% 
of stude~ts in Muzaffargarh got an opportunity to re-access education, after a gap, because 

. 
. . of the STNDGnitiative. i 

c. In some cases, student have dropped-out from STRIDE schools; however, the reasons:for 
these drop-out are beyond the program's control. . b o n g  the 62 dropped-out STRIDE 

, . 1 transport beneficiaries in December 2017, a major proportion of students left the school 

i., 

because their parents either migrated for work or they were IDPs and had to go back, to 
their hometowns. 24 dropped-out female STRIDE beneficiaries abandoned their studies as 

. .Ic . 
they got masried. 

'. . 

. 
.. 
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. 
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d. STRIDE has facilitated improved retention of students in schools. For intervention 
districts, student attendance has been higher than 90%. In comparison, the attendance rates 
of non-STRIDE students were recorded as 82% and 93% during the month of January 

. 201 5, respectively. 
. e. Student vouchers and bicycles are the most economical transport option provided under 

STRIDE. Provision of bicycles to STRIDE students costs around Rs. 1,155 per student per 
. . month on average. For other transport options, use of rickshaw for transportation purposes 
, costs STRIDE Rs. 1,415 per student, van facility costs Rs. 1,384 per student on average 

while student vouchers are being provided at .the rate of Rs. 1,000 per student per month. 
.. f.  Overall, 30.3% of the surveyed parents showed their complete satisfaction with the 

. STRIDE'transpolt facilities. Regarding parents' recommendation for improving STRIDE 

. 
transport facilities, 0.8% of the surveyed parents recommended to address the issue of 

. 
delays in pick and drop of children. 3% of the parents stressed that these facilities shouid 
be provided on a permanent basis so that their children can continue education 
uninrenupteci. 
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- Appendix IV: School Meai p rg ran i  
I .. 

The Education for All Global Monitoring Report 201 5 reported that food for education initiatives 
are the most widespread social protection programs, and have reached to 368 million children in 
169 countries. School meal programmes help ensure that children who attend school remain 
healthy. Initially expanded as the most effective means of reaching hungry children, they 
were galvanized by the consequences of severe b o d  and financial crises, and the realization 
that the policy could be scaled up fairly rapidly. A meal at school acts as a magnet to get children 
enroll in school and attend classes. The nutritious food provides energy for learning and function 
as safety net for vulnerable households and communities. There are generally two forms of 
distribution of food in this type of Food-For-Education programmes: 1) Onsite meal (packaged 
food, cooked meals or fresh fruits and dairy products), and (2) Take-home rations (usually 
conditional upon enrolment and regular attendance). 

A recent analysis of 12 rigorously evaluated studies of school feeding and take-home ration 
programmes from Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Chile, Jamaica, the Lao People's 
Democratic Republic, Peru, the Philippines and Uganda found a positive impact on enrolment 
ranging from 6 to 26 percentage points for a number of countries, with larger effects for girls. The 
Midday meals and school feeding progranunes in rural India have had a sizeable impact on girls' 
enrolment. Likewise, in Guyana, an evaluation of community-based school feeding programmes 
between 2007 and 2009 found that enrolment increased by 1 G percent at participating schools and 
attendance by 4.3 percent. A meta-analytical review of the Food for Education programme in 32 
sub-Saharan African countries also found that providing on-site meals increased girls' and boys' 
enrolment by 28 percent. 

Wealth and Nutrition Program for Schools in Bunjnb 

Based on the positive results and impact of school meal programs globally, back in 2016, the Chief 
Minister of Punjab, invited the WFP to provide technical assistance in launching school meals 
programme in Punjab. In April, 2016, the School Education Department piloted the concept of 
providing snacks to those schools where enrolment was low and dropouts were high. The 
Government of Punjab allocated PKR 10 million, to pilot school meals strategies in district 
Muzaffargarh (southern Punjab). The School Education Department selected 66 government girls 
and boys primary schools where enrolment was low and dropouts were high. Mid-morning snacks 
were provided to 6,747 students. As a result of the school Meals initiative, there was no dropolit 
or absenteeism during the project duration and additional children were enrolled. Programme has 
the potential to improve nutrition, enrolment, and school attendance. Teachers, parents and 
children of Muzaffargarh appreciated mid-morning snacks time and teachers reported that after 
taking the snack, students took active part in learning. In the second half of 2016, the provincial 
School Education Department undertook a review - supported by WFP - to evaluate the 
effectiveness of school mid-day snac!<s, "Building a Case of School Meals Programme for 
Punjab". In this review, national and provincial education policies, strategies and plans were 
reviewed for initiating a sustainablz government-!ed school lvieals policy for disadvmtage groups1 
families1 districts. 
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bcilooi education deparimmt has also signed a workplan sgeelnelll with i h ; ~ ~ ,  W F ~  ica&, . .::. ... , 

! has con~mitted to provide ail possible technical assistance tor  design and in~pienientation of the 
i school meal program. The WFP have provided the suppon in the selection of commodities and 

modalities of the program and proposed the following plans for the school meals pilot p rog rm in i Punjab 
5 

I 
I 

In addition, WFP has also made a commitment to strengthen the institutional capacity of the project 
implementation team and to assist the SED in procurement, community mobiiization (lifing wi?h 
local farmers) and monitoring of the project. However, currently there is no school meals 
programme operational in the province. As the PC-I of this pilot program was not approved by the 
Planning and development department. 
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